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Wavelength Routed Optical Wavelength Routed Optical 
NetworksNetworks

 LightpathLightpath

 An all optical channel between two nodesAn all optical channel between two nodes
 No intermediate electro-optic conversion  No intermediate electro-optic conversion  
 Set up by configuring routing nodesSet up by configuring routing nodes



    

Physical and Virtual TopologiesPhysical and Virtual Topologies
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 Physical topology Physical topology 
 Wavelength routing nodes linked together Wavelength routing nodes linked together 

through fiber optic cablesthrough fiber optic cables

 Virtual topologyVirtual topology
 Set of all the lightpaths set up in the networkSet of all the lightpaths set up in the network
 Overlaid on physical topologyOverlaid on physical topology

Physical and Virtual TopologiesPhysical and Virtual Topologies



    

Virtual Topology Design MethodVirtual Topology Design Method
 A Mixed Integer Linear Programming  problem A Mixed Integer Linear Programming  problem 

with virtual topology connectivity matrix as with virtual topology connectivity matrix as 
outputoutput

 Typical objective functionsTypical objective functions
 Average logical hop distanceAverage logical hop distance
 Traffic congestion on a lightpathTraffic congestion on a lightpath
 Total number of lightpaths Total number of lightpaths 

 ConstraintsConstraints
 Resource constraintsResource constraints
 Flow constraintsFlow constraints

 InputsInputs
 Static traffic matrixStatic traffic matrix
 Physical topologyPhysical topology



    

Traffic patterns are not static…Traffic patterns are not static…

 Cyclic pattern Cyclic pattern 
 Long term growthLong term growth
 Changes in physical topologyChanges in physical topology

 Naïve solution: Find optimal virtual Naïve solution: Find optimal virtual 
topology for each period and topology for each period and 
reconfigure the topology….reconfigure the topology….



    

Virtual Topology ReconfigurationVirtual Topology Reconfiguration

 Reconfiguration costReconfiguration cost
 Disruption of serviceDisruption of service
 Reconfiguration of switchesReconfiguration of switches

 MinimizeMinimize
Total cost (TC) = Reconfiguration cost (RC) + Total cost (TC) = Reconfiguration cost (RC) + 

Operating cost (OC)Operating cost (OC)
over multiple reconfigurationsover multiple reconfigurations



    

Multiperiod Virtual Topology Multiperiod Virtual Topology 
Reconfiguration ProblemReconfiguration Problem

Problem: Given an optical network with changing Problem: Given an optical network with changing 
traffic and topology, for periods traffic and topology, for periods TT1 1  - T - Tn n 

For each period For each period TTi i , , 
  Traffic matrix:Traffic matrix: TM TMii

  Physical topology:Physical topology: PT PTii

Find sequence of virtual topologies Find sequence of virtual topologies 
(VT(VT11 , VT , VT2…. 2…. VTVTnn) to minimize Total cost () to minimize Total cost (TCTC))



    

1. Obtain R1. Obtain Rii best VTs for each T best VTs for each Tii

    

2. Obtain {VT2. Obtain {VT1j1j1,...1,...VTVT1j1jnn} such that TC is minimized } such that TC is minimized 

Overview of the AlgorithmOverview of the Algorithm

VT3R3VT1R1

VTnRn:VT2R2:
::::

VTn2……VT32VT22VT12

VTn1…………VT31VT21VT11

Tn…………T3T2T1

                     Period



    

Planning Horizon ProblemPlanning Horizon Problem

Cij(i+1)k = RCij(i+1)k + OC(i+1)k

Required sequence is the shortest path from initial 
to the target virtual topology 



    

Obtaining ranked solutionsObtaining ranked solutions

(0,0,0)

(1,1,1)

(0,1,1)

(1,0,0) (1,1,0)

(0,0,1)

(0,1,0)

Canonical cut on the unit hypercube

Vij   (0,1) variable

(V11 ,.., Vnn)   (0,1..0):
A vertex in n   – dimensional 
unit hypercube 

Successive ranked solutions are obtained 
by adding elimination constraints
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ExampleExample

CC = 0.25(lightpaths changed)
OC =∑VVijij

 TTi, i, RRi ≤  i ≤  55
 WW≤ ≤ 55

nn =  = 1010
RR =  = 1010

10 node section of the NSFNET



    

Example



    

Summary Summary 

 Algorithm for multiperiod reconfiguration Algorithm for multiperiod reconfiguration 
in wavelength routed optical networks in wavelength routed optical networks 
 Short term cycle problem: an important Short term cycle problem: an important 

practical applicationpractical application

 Algorithm does not depend on the  Algorithm does not depend on the  
functional form of reconfiguration costfunctional form of reconfiguration cost


